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PLANE
June, 2011

PRESIDENT’S DESK

Al Nodorft

I have come to the conclusion that one good reason to fly is so that I have stories to
tell. The flights you take and the ones you don’t take – all have a story. I am sure that
bowling and golf are fun, but I cannot imagine the same level of good stories coming
from them. I want to tell you about two flights I did not take.
The Eagle is back together and flies great! My glider is ready for flight too, but has
not yet flown this year. On Saturday, May 21st, I had a plan to fly both. I needed to be
in Metter for a funeral that afternoon as a pallbearer and to speed things up I was
going to fly the Eagle down. That turns a 1 hour 50 minute drive into a 45-minute
flight. I had friends already lined up to pick me up at the airport. I was supposed to be
there at noon and the funeral was at 2:00 pm. The plan to be there early turned out to
be a good one!
I was sitting at the end of the runway doing my checks, including cycling the prop.
I pulled the control out and it stuck! It is a vernier cable that can be screwed in and out
or push the button on the end to slide it in and out faster. The button had come out!
After fighting with it for few seconds I did get the control back in, but the button was
lying in my hands – not good!
I taxi back to my hangar and take a closer look. No obvious solution to fix it and
Kinsey Butler wasn’t immediately available by phone to advise, so time to turn to plan
B. I didn’t really have a plan B beforehand, but it looked like it was going to involve
driving. My truck doesn’t have air conditioning and I had no Georgia map or GPS and
just a vague idea how to drive to Metter from Thomson based on my flight planning.
Part of my overall plan was to fly the glider on the return from the funeral, so I had
the trailer hooked to my truck. I didn’t want to drag the trailer to Metter, so needed to
unhook and leave it at the airport. But, the connecting link on the safety chain was
rusted tight and I couldn’t get it loose! The clock is still running … What to do?
Move on to plan C, which also wasn’t preplanned. I drove back home and parked
the truck and trailer and changed into some non-sweaty clothes and took the car with
air conditioning instead. I made it with 40 minutes to spare but didn’t get to fly the
Eagle or the glider that day.
It would have been a great story to have flown down to Metter for a funeral and
then returned in time to fly the glider. But having not flown at all also left me with a
great story.
At the Wrens fly-in I spoke with a number of people and heard numerous flying or
non-flying stories equally and more interesting. It seems that flying and airplane
ownership are primary ingredients to an interesting life!

June
Looking forward to seeing everyone at the next meeting
on June 11th. We will be having hamburgers and hot dogs
and Kinsey Butler will be our guest speaker.

Fly safe!

Al

Minutes of the Meeting for EAA Chapter 172

The EAA 172 O. B. Brown Memorial Fly-in
May 13-14, 2011
Nearly 30 members and guests came to the "bring your own meat" club meeting and meal at 7:00 PM on Friday, May 13.
Sid Brown put out a barbecue grill and prepared the grill for the meat. He also prepared the boiled potatoes. Those who were
there put their meat on the grill and everyone ate. Cathy Brown set out and arranged the side dishes. We had no club meeting
during the meal.
Much earlier that day, a gyroplane and its
owner/pilot arrived on the field. Chris Bowen,
from Bluffton, South Carolina, came with his
Gyrobee. Chris was in the air much of that
day, as well as the next. John Sligar was the
first fixed-wing attendee. He came in his
Hummel Bird. He was soon followed by Don
Murphy in his APF. Phillip and Janie and their
foot-launched powered paraglider were also on
the field on Friday.
Bowen taxiing to the runway.
Phillip and Janie watching Chris Bowen,
assisted by John Sligar, put the
gyroplane’s rotor blades together.

Bowen and Gyrobee in the air.

Sligar's Hummel Bird

Members waiting for Sid Brown to
finish grilling their steaks.

Sid Brown and Rick Revels brought
in and set up the food trailer.

The evening attendees enjoying the meal.

